
LSIC Meeting 12/2 Minutes

Attendants:

Mrs. Butyn - A. Principal
Mrs. Schultz -President
Laura Kosol -Parent
Candi Noble-Greathouse-Parent
Ms. Roe- Teacher

PRO Information- Unable to attend

Strategic Plan- Discussed OCS plan with positive climate and culture, school leadership,
standards focused curriculum, student support services and community relations, educator
growth and professional development, efficient and effective management, and continuous
improvement.

Discussed in detail BSMS strategic plan and LSIC goals:
2021-2022 Bridge Street Middle School LSIC Goals

Goal 1: Family and Community Events

BSMS will host a family and community related event at least twice per year.  One event
will take place in the fall, and one event will take place in the spring.  These events will
tie together families, community partnerships, and staff.

Goal 2: Decreasing Minor Disciplinary Infractions

BSMS will aim to keep a low number of and continue decreasing minor disciplinary
actions by increasing staff PD using behavioral management charts, strengthening our
tier 2 and tier 3 services, and working to counsel both families and students.  During the
2020-2021 school year, BSMS had hundreds of Category 1 and Category 2 infractions.
This information is not used for WVEIS purposes, but is tracked throughout the calendar
school year.  This year, BSMS will continue monitoring minor infractions each nine week
period to identify weaknesses in our system and continue strengthening the
aforementioned.

Goal 3: Core Academic Achievement

BSMS will use MAPping and PD to increase math and reading scores on the 2021-2022
GSA.  Through the innovation team, a MAPping document has been created wherein
teachers explore content specific CSO’s, provide an IMA after teaching that section of



standards, building in a week of re-teach as needed as well as enrichment where
appropriate, and then an additional IMA to show growth patterns.  BSMS aims to see an
overall increase in testing scores of 3% in each grade level for the 2021-2022 school
year.

Policy Review: No suggestions or updates to 4000 policies at this time

Communication: Discussed our forms of social media, and familiarizing with Apptegy
and the new call out system.  Facebook is most effective way to reach parents; IG and
Schoology for students.

Attendance: Massive improvement since mask mandate went into effect; online still
available for kids in quarantine.

Discipline: 90% of our infractions are level 1 or level 2.  Aiming to handle with Tier 1
and Tier 2 groups, lunch detentions, restorative circles, and parent phone calls home
with students present. We discussed out of school concerns (such a mean text
messages or social media posts) and what to do when brought to the school the
following day.  Aim to incorporate Mrs. Rose and PRO more, open to continued
suggestions from parents, students, and teachers.

Suggestions/Comments: Parents praised the steps into simulated workplace
regarding robotics and the theater company.  Ms. Roe discussed PBIS.  All echoed the
benefits of a student led environment.

Next Meeting: 2/7


